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Recently our Forums were nuked on the enemy holidays [a usual affair for them].
We are here and we will remain. There is nothing they can do, except delay us. Not
all sites were affected, just the forums. Thankfully it didn't last for a long time either.

We write about all these subjects such as the erosion of the West, the destruction
of the spiritual culture of humanity, we have laid out all the dehumanizing reptilian
plans of the Jews, laid out, bare in the open.

We speak about everything the Jew does not want us to speak, and we set the fire
of the spirit into anything the jew cannot tolerate to see this holy fire burning. But it
will KEEP burning.

Yes, we will  teach humanity meditation, fucking lizards. Yes, we will  totally keep
exposing all your plots. Yes, you will put these syringes and your mutations, spiritual
and physical, only up your own reptile asses.

People are already waking up to what's at stake, and this isn't about the flu.

Everyone  who  reads  our  material  can  know,  and  can  understand.  We  are
increasing exponentially and you can only just watch as you collapse while you try
to destroy humanity in a last ditch effort to stop the next stage of this from coming
up.

Everyone can see the deception now. Look at what is happening worldwide. That is
also only the start of it. Re-read my post below, and tell me, do you not see it?

Jews are doing all of this. A handful of Jews are trying to rally all of humanity into
what is the well known Reptilian plan of Jews. What looked like conspiracies of the
past, are the realities of the present. All jewish owned and stamped.

When they rally the people in Spain into Lockdown yet again, with a claimed "Herd
Immunity of 85%"?

When they will be making "Variant after variant" to troll humanity indefinitely, and
give you 500 injections per year so you can literally only have the rights to work?

Where does it end when they turn you into a junkie just so that you have existing,
and paying debts to the Kabbalistic Rituals of Pfizer and the "Holy Sacrificial Lamb
of Israel, that Vaccinated For Your Sins Goyim?".

Never, you are indebted to Israel now goyim, as you were indebted to Jesus who
died for your sins. But now you pay for vaccines up of yours and your children's
asses.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=300478#p300478


When you will  not be able to make your own medical decisions anymore? Who
cares? These laws jews instate now will be perfect laws for us to use in the future. I
am sure many would love to take over Pfizer and do some necessary experimental
vaccines on the Jews, you know, to save them from mutations that will have arose
by then.

The holy people must be protected as they are protecting all  of us from literally
existing lately, and genociding us, sorry I mean protect us, in the last 2 years of
trolling us, sorry I meant protecting us from a super deadly virus that was launched
by their gang in China, sorry I meant a Bat and a Pangolin in a wet food market in
China.

That  will  be necessary at  the time,  believe me goy,  if  this  continues and Israel
doesn't do it's 65th doses in one big vaccination programme, that would be a sin of
them to not do. People with vision that understand how important is, might make it
their life's purpose to vaccinate the jews.

Why all of this is followed by a great Stocks crash and Crypto crash global mini
crash, EXACTLY on Jewish holidays? Coincidences goyim, look elsewhere.

Humanity is being literally killed off and the Western World is being attacked to its
foundations. All  of  these major hoax attacks also happen on literally the Jewish
Holidays. What kind of a retard does it take to deny these obvious realities?

I tell you this: those that know, know. Those that do not, will only willingly soon have
picked sides.

You either  side with the Jew against  humanity,  or  with  humanity  and the Gods
against the Jews.

We will keep saying the Truth so long that we exist, and even if we do not, our Truth
has been adopted and will  be seeded everywhere.  Seriously,  go download this
backup of the JoS and seed it  everywhere you can. Anonymously. As humanity
despairs, they will understand it all.

This is the generation of revolution. After this is done, jews will be crawling again on
the bottom tier pit of humanity, as they always deserved. Their aeon is over.

Keep spreading the information, we are not even in the beginning of all this. The
party has only just began.

PS - Save the current schedule because the site is up temporarily and we will be
moving again.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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